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prevention of the entry of the Asiatics into their province. Gandhi
resented this attitude and declared that "there can be no playing
with the snake of racial legislation. The virus of racial legislation in
the Orange Free State will speedily attack the whole Union."
Telegrams and letters were exchanged between General Smuts
and Gandhi but no acceptable formula being found, a provisional
settlement of 1911 was arrived at.
With deep relief Gandhi wrote in Indian Opinion dated May 27 :
"A provisional settlement of the Asiatic trouble in the Transvaal has
at last been reached, and the Indians and Chinese of the Transvaal
are free to resume their ordinary occupations, at least for eight
months. General Smuts9 pledge being redeemed, passive resistance
will undoubtedly cease on the question that gave rise to it. If, how-
ever, some new anti-Asiatic legislation equally offensive is introduc-
ed, it may be affirmed with reasonable certainty that South Africa
will witness fresh passive resistance."
On June i satyagrahis still in jails were released and the Indians
believed that the peaceful end of the bitter struggle was now assured.
Star announced that "Mr. Gandhi, who had already arranged for his
legal practice to be taken over by Mr. Ritch, would pass from public
life, retire to his farm in Natal in order to come in closer contact with
the Tolstoyan philosophy."
On June 5 the Pretoria Passive Resisters' XI played a football
match at Johannesburg against the passive resisters of the Golden
City. The company that gathered was large and Gandhi took the
opportunity to say a few words on the recent passive resistance strug-
gle. There was no bitterness and he still remained a friend of the
empire. The Indians throughout the Union sent their loyal greetings
to the sovereigns on coronation day. In Indian Opinion of June 24,
Gandhi observed : "It may seem somewhat anomalous to a stranger
why and how British Indians of South Africa should tender their
loyalty to the throne and rejoice over the crowning of the sovereigns
in whose dominions they do not even enjoy the ordinary civil lights
of orderly men* British sovereigns represent, in theory, purity and
equality of justice. British statesmen make an honest attempt to
realize the ideals. That they often fail miserably in doing so is too true
but irrelevant to the issue before us. The British monarchy is limited
and rightly so under the existing circumstances." In conclusion he
wrote that "those who then are content to remain under the British

